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CUT and CorporaTism in Brazil

Mario Henrique Ladosky1

Abstract
The CUT(Unified Workers Central)currently main national trade union in 

Brazil was founded in august 1983, based in the defense of freedom and auto-
nomy to fight against legacy of corporatism, established since the 1930’s. it is 
true that the union was partially successful, however that was not enough to 
provide a totally positive balance regarding the overcoming of this model in 
the country. The objective of this paper is to prove how CUT’s action during the 
period contributed to make increasingly complex the relationships between 
trade union and the state. during first stage of its course, action was charac-
terized by the capacity to triumph over state corporatism; then, starting in the 
1990’s,by earning a place in social participation, CUT added a neo-corporatism 
profile in its relationship with the state; and during lula’s government, recog-
nition of central unions favored the appearance of elements of pluralism in 
competition among them, mediated by the state. Throughout CUT unionism 
course, different ways of relating with the state constituted not a succession, 
but a mix among them.
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Introduction

The Unified Workers Central- CUT, main and largest Brazilian trade union 
completed 30 years in 2013. The union emerged carrying the flag of liberty 
and trade union autonomy against a legacy of corporatism that marked Brazi-
lian trade union movement history since the 1930’s. over this period, CUT was 
partially successful, however that was not enough to provide a totally positive 
balance regarding the overcoming of corporatism in the country. What is cur-
rent situation of corporatism issue in Brazil? What changes have been proces-
sed and what challenges still remain? These are some of the issues that will be 
tackled in this paper.

The text is divided in four sections.
First section will start with a brief presentation of conceptual debate on 

corporatism and pluralism, without trying to explore full complexity of this 
subject.

1 Former union advisor, phd in sociology by Usp and professor of sociology at the Universidade Federal de Campi-
na Grande, state of paraiba (UFCG). E-mail: mhladosky@gmail.com
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perspective of its relationships with the state.

in first of these three there is a short account of the 1980’s, stressing that 
original CUT’s project was guided by the challenge of overcoming a legacy of 
state corporatism left by Getúlio Vargas in the decade of 1930, and expressed 
through the official union structure  imposing limits to an autonomous union 
action.

Following section will cover a second stage of CUT’s track, peculiar in the 
1990’s. in spite of not having categorically solved it spending matter regarding 
state corporatism, CUT - through its fight together with other segments of the 
grass-root movement, achieved direct representation on account of society 
participation by sharing management of public policies and social control. 
Therefore a new kind of relationship with the state was consolidated, based 
in neo-corporate elements. From trade union point of view, CUT broadens in 
this context its spheres of action, naming representatives for these parastatal 
representation spaces.

as from lula’s government, CUT’s track began in 2003 a third moment. 
The failure of a union reform project debated in the national Employment Fo-
rum of 2003 to 2006 was compensated by measures that in spite of not being 
able to end Vargas legacy, at least introduced elements of pluralism by stirring 
up competition among central unions in order to increase representativeness 
at the same time that paradoxically consolidated joint mobilizations revolving 
around common objectives such as - for example, reducing working week to 
40 hours, with no loss of weekly pay.

This paper aims to show that along this period union relationship with 
the state became more complex, at the beginning more strictly characterized 
under state corporatism parameters, and as time went on assuming new neo-
-corporatism and pluralism elements, constituting not a succession, but a mix 
among them.

such transformations were not a result of a unidirectional state action 
on union movement to improve control and cross-class collaboration. neither 
was only determined by exclusive will and action of union movement, particu-
larly CUT. This current result is, to our understanding, the outcome of a dialectic 
relationship where conflicts and contradictions among implied subjects ba-
sed in new “thesis” expressing continuation and changes in the Brazilian union 
structure order became ground for future union structure transformations.

in contrast to other interpretations regarding union movements in the 
recent period, we are not trying to analyze CUT’s course by emphasizing its 
organization difficulties to face corporate union structure legacy order or even 
evaluate its political strategy during lula and dilma’s government, to discuss 
if (or how much) she became a sellout (“pelega” in portuguese) or officialist, in 
the sense of having a pro-government behavior (“chapa branca” in portugue-
se).

The approach in this paper will be recognize that current Brazilian union 
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garding its successes in many fights as well as difficulties and defeats in several 
others. in the final considerations, we take the risk of forecasting the future of 
Brazilian unionism corporatism.

1. Pluralism, state corporatism and neo-corporatism: 
setup for current Brazilian union model

Corporatism is a controversial issue in sociology, often assumed as an 
ideological 

trend defending certain ways of social organization; in other situations, 
is considered an explanation regarding most diverse contemporary societies. 
When used in research, in different contexts, corporatism allows a polysemy 
about its meaning and at the same time opens possibilities to show a useful 
typology to be compared among countries.

lines of interpretation used in corporatism become more complex when 
compared to the concept of pluralism. For many authors, both appear as dia-
metrically opposed, showing different ways of relationship among the state, 
groups of interest and social classes. While for others, corporatism and plura-
lism are complementary, and may have – many times, an almost synonymous 
meaning.

We will try to place general lines of this debate, by first identifying their 
both historical origins, relating them with types of intermediation among 
groups of interest and Brazilian union issues, particularly in last decades; from 
the foundation of CUT in 1983 until the present day.

in the later middle age, corporations were an obstacle to the free-market 
logic, at that time taking its first steps in a transition to a new capitalist or-
der, since they strongly regulated economic relationships in a non competitive 
way, restricted the professional exercise and demarcated social relations be-
tween masters and apprentices. The accelerated process of urbanization and 
industrialization that began during second half of the eighteenth century with 
the industrial revolution would end with birth of capitalist society.

marx characterized this passage of history in the Communist manifesto 
of 1848 resumed in the famous phrase “all that is solid melts into air”, showing 
that any previous  order promptly shaded before the advancing of industrial 
society and emergence of bourgeoisie and proletariat as basic classes. To 
address increasing social conflict widespread all over Europe, marx and Engels 
proposed creating a society without state and class antagonism, based in the 
development of dialectical historical materialism.

in a divergent direction, durkheim identified in that historic moment an 
state of anomie where hitherto prevailing mechanic solidarity broke up – so-
cial relationships based in moral values strengthening interpersonal bonds of 
reciprocity, allowing social cohesion –giving rise to an organic solidarity, pro-
duct of a social division of labor in a more complex society.
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ds masters or artisans, but as a doctrine opposed to classic liberal thinking, af-
ter realizing that individuals, left to their own in capitalist market relationships, 
are at the mercy of exploitation and vices corroding moral values of the society. 
its origin dates back to the catholic social doctrine. Encyclical Rerum novarum 
of leo Xiii in 1891stated that “for the solution of worker’s question, much could 
contribute capitalists and workers themselves, with institutions ordered to 
offer timely help to the needed and approach the two classes between them”. 
(ludovico incisa, 1986:288)

We can see that catholic social doctrine expressed in the traditional cor-
poratist conception of society the premise of denial of conflict and the search 
of social harmony among classes. it is worth mentioning that, although star-
ting from a conservative thinking and even restorer of old pre-capitalist order, 
corporatism was an initiative that arose within the society.

But the course of corporatism will set up with the arrival of fascism in 
italy, through dictator Benito mussolini, in the decades of 1920 and 1930.Un-
der the aegis of a totalitarian state assuming guardianship over the society, 
emerged institutions that regulated relationships among classes. Unions, until 
then instruments of organization and workers fight became subdued to a le-
gislation and institutional structure taking from them the sense of social con-
flict, becoming an arm of the state oriented to conciliate antagonistic interests.

incisa states that:

While traditional corporatism is essentially pluralistic and tends to dissemina-
te power, fascist corporatism is monoist [...]it strives to diminish unity, that dy-
namic unity being ambition of the system, the whole productive complex. in 
traditional corporatism, corporations contrast with the state; in fascist corpo-
ratism, corporations are subordinate to the state, they become bodies of the 
state. (incisa, 1986:289)

Corporatist doctrine, associated to the dirigisme of an authoritarian state 
expanded during that period into several countries, and arrived to Brazil du-
ring Vargas government. official union structure instituted by the newly crea-
ted ministry of labor, industry and Commerce in 1931, inspired in the Charter 
of labour (Carta del Lavoro in italian),is the most complete example of state 
corporatism among us.

in spite of sympathy being collected all over Europe by social and poli-
tical corporatist conception, sociology thought at that time that main expla-
natory thesis for the relationship between state and society would continue 
being pluralism.

prevailing view within society’s pluralist interpretation was based in the 
work of Tocqueville regarding democracy in United states:

america is the only country in the world where it was taken highest benefit 
from association and where it was applied that powerful means of action and 
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constantly associate... in France, where ahead of a new initiative you will find 
the government, or in England a lord, you can be sure that in United states you 
will find an association. (Tocqueville apud Bobbio, 1986)

Bobbio explains that pluralism:

it is a conception proposing as model a society composed of several groups or 
centers of power, even in conflict with each other, which are given the function 
of limiting, controlling and contrast, to the point of eliminating the dominant 
center of power historically identified with the state.(Bobbio, 1986:928)

according to the logical pluralism, different groups of societies declare 
their  particular interests, allying or opposing with each other to widen their 
capacity to develop political pressure in a system looking like free competition 
market. dynamics of interaction among groups may explain all. in this scheme, 
the state should have to grant legitimacy of competition and respect to the 
rules of the game. (araújo and Tápias, 1991:4)

Here it should be noted two remarks about pluralism. First one is that it 
must not   associate groups of interest to social classes, because an individual 
may associate to different groups, but not to different classes. a society divided 
in groups will try to solve their conflicts through adjustments among them, 
while in the conflict of classes this is not possible. second remark is that althou-
gh it refers to a certain apology of the american social and political system, 
pluralist theory does not harmonize with classic liberalism, because in its own 
essence strength lies not in the individual alone, but the individual associated 
too theirs that would create groups of interest in the society.

Corporatism gains significance in sociological interpretation of modern 
societies from seminal work of philippe C. schmitter, who used the word to 
create an explanatory concept about the relationship state – society, being it 
alternative to pluralist conception, predominant in bibliography up to the ye-
ars 1970.

The structuralist approach defines corporatism as a structure of representation 
of interests and/or of linking between state and civil society. Breaking radically 
with main premises of the other two lines of corporatism: political – culturalis-
tic and societalist, structuralists emphasize the role of the state, structural and 
extra-political factors and elements of discontinuity explaining emergence of 
corporatist requirements[...]it was established a certain consensus among an 
expressive group of authors regarding the use of the word “corporatism” as a 
typical ideal category to describe systems of representation of interests that di-
ffer from pluralism insofar as they constitute non-competitive units, officially 
enacted and supervised by the state. (araújo e Tápias, 1991:9)
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by other authors leading - in some manner – with the subject of corporatism made this 
dispute to be often referred as a debate between “pluralists” and “corporativists”. pluralism 
associated to democratic and anti-state inspiration, is seen by critical authors 
as an ideological propaganda of the american system. nevertheless, on the 
other side corporatism is traditionally associated no less to fascism, thus making the 
so called “corporativists” twisting into neo-corporatism, “social” corporatism oppo-
sed to “state” etc.

When comparing pluralism and corporatism, schmitter states:

in sum, both pluralists and corporativists recognize, accept and try to overcome 
the increasing structural differentiation and diversity of interests of modern so-
ciety, but they propose opposed political remedies and differing images of the 
institutional model that will assume such modern system of representation of 
interests. pluralists, they suggest a spontaneous formation, a numerical proli-
feration, a horizontal extension and a competitive interaction, while corporati-
vists defend a controlled emergence, a quantitative limitation, a vertical strati-
fication and complementary interdependence. pluralists place their faith in the 
changing balance of forces mechanically intersecting; corporativists make use 
of a functional adjustment of an interdependent organically whole [...] i sense 
that these two contrasting syndromes - however not being diametrically oppo-
sed- do not exhaust, much less, possible alternative systems of modern repre-
sentation of interests. (schmitter, 1979:27)

Boschi and diniz also question polarization, stating that:

Between a pluralist social order based in the pressure of organized inter-
ests of groups or social classes and a corporative state order not deeply 
controlled.... in this sense, it is a matter of describing each one of these 
perspectives, proposing an alternative approach able to perform com-
plementarity between these two mentioned formats, therefore explor-
ing the possibility that aspects of the logic of one of these models be 
contained in the other. (Boschi and diniz, 1991:12)

if, on the one hand there is a bibliography showing possibilities of 
analytical convergence between pluralism and corporatism, even acknowled-
ging difference between both of them, on the other hand study of cases on 
corporatism identified a quite diversified range in relationships between state 
and society under corporative aegis.

From the work of schmitter it was developed a first differentiation throu-
gh sub-categories such as “state corporatism” and “social corporatism”, also na-
med “neo-corporatism”. To follow, let’s see the analysis:

mihaïl manoïlesco, the most original and encouraging theoretician of corpo-
ratism, contributed with a key distinction between these different sub-types. 
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depended basically or exclusively f the activity of singular representative corpo-
rations, not competitive and hierarchically ordered. in contrast, he named the 
second one subordinate corporatism, where similarly structured corporations 
were created and maintained by auxiliary bodies, independent from the state, 
whose legitimacy and effective functioning had other bases [1936:92]. ... For 
our purposes, we can call the first social corporatism, autonomous and penetra-
ting, and the second, state corporatism, dependent and penetrated. (schmitter, 
1979:34)

and araújo and Tápias add:

state corporatism is defined as the one where representations of large social in-
terests are subordinated to state authority, when they are not created by it. sta-
te corporatism is monoist, pursuing unity of multiple present interests. one of 
its defining traits is the identification between state and society, or suppression 
of demarcation between what is public and private. (...) societary or liberal cor-
poratism, differently from the state one, was born almost spontaneously from 
civil society dynamics, preserving fundamental autonomy of collective players 
involved in it... in this system coercion plays a rather marginal role: emphasis is 
played on exchange, on negotiation and in reciprocal   adaptation. (araújo and 
Tápias, 1991:10)

Following this line of interpretation, state corporatism would be associa-
ted to latin-american political systems; while social corporatism or neo-corpo-
ratism was the basis of western European Welfare State system.

now specifically focusing latin-american experiences, state corporatism 
showed to be fruitful but insufficient to explain differences between found 
cases. Thus, political scientist alfred C. stepan contributed with a theoretical 
breakthrough to corporativists’ analysis by verifying need of adding them the 
relationship between types of state corporative policies and different types of 
civil societies (stepan, 1980:72).

in this respect, 

The author will characterize two sub-types of state corporatism: the inclusive 
and the exclusive. in the first one, the state elite tries to shape a new pattern of 
relationships state/society through the political and economic incorporation of 
significant sectors of the working class, mainly on account of distributive and 
symbolic welfare policies. in the second one, the attempt to establish a new 
balance between state and society is strongly based in a repressive policy and 
the use of corporatist structures to demobilize and subjugate a previously, or-
ganized and active working class. (araújo and Tápias, 1991:12)
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licies of corporative states will refer to different regimes of states, one with a 
“populist” character, associated to inclusive policies; and other “bureaucratic-
-authoritarian”, identified with exclusive policies.

Based in this referential, leôncio martins rodrigues states in his analysis 
that Brazil lived a period of inclusive corporatism between 1930 and 1945; and 
other of exclusive corporatism between 1964 and 1978 (rodrigues, 1990:59).

ruth and david Collier proposed another subdivision present in the de-
bate on state corporatism. They added the notion of incentives and constraints:

Incentives are provisions used to structure the representation of interests giving 
advantages to union bodies receiving them, such as official recognition, mono-
poly of representation, compulsory membership and subsidies. Through these 
incentives, the elite controlling the state seeks support from workers’ organi-
zations, its cooperation with the state, and acceptance of constraint by them 
imposed. Constraints are arrangements directly focused to control workers’ 
organizations and its leaderships. These authors understand corporatism as 
a combination between these two types of provisions. (araújo and Tápias, 
1991:13)

Collier and Collier combine this notion of incentives and constraints to 
inclusive and exclusive political forms. Thus, inclusive policies would propor-
tionally have more incentives than constraints, in search of union’s support; 
whereas unlike an exclusive state corporatism would have a greater burden of 
constraints than incentives, in search of repression and a  stricter monitoring 
over unions.

interpretive streams included the concept of state corporatism served, 
directly or indirectly, as references to present research on Brazilian unionism.

in many years it prevailed - among historians and social scientists, the 
interpretation that corporatist union model had been imposed to the union 
movement only by force.

This is not entirely wrong, since we cannot forget repression suffered by 
unionism after 1935, during Getulio Vargas’ authoritarian corporatist regime 
from 1937 to 1945, known as Estado Novo and military dictatorship of 1964 to 
1985. However we also clarify that other interpretations might be possible.

studies have pointed that Brazil’s trade union structure, at the same time 
than replaced previous free unionism, many times through violence, imprison-
ment and extradition of union leaders and activists, paradoxically also brought 
an increased stability in union organization of categories facing employers’ in-
transigence, and also put pressure on government, as at the beginning of the 
1960’s.

leôncio martins rodrigues shares this analysis and stresses that stability 
arising from corporatist system to unionism at the beginning of the twentieth 
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martins rodrigues considers an analytical mistake seeing corporatism as a sy-
nonym of fascism, even if the Consolidation of labour laws (ClT) was inspi-
red in mussolini’s Charter of labour (Carta del Lavoro). For martins rodrigues, 
“at that time corporatism was in the air and inspired several political streams” 
(rodrigues, 1990:52). notwithstanding significant political and ideological di-
fferences regarding the path toward nation-building, socialists, union leaders, 
Getulio Vargas followers, progressive intellectuals, Brazilian tenentist move-
ment participants, and integralists among others, all they were inspired in cor-
poratist ideals corporatist as an instrument of modernization of the country to 
overcome the delay represented by oligarchy elites commanding coffee farms 
and government of the First republic to its shape.

Brazilian corporatist ideal, according to these scholars, represented a pro-
cess of modernization in nation-building, even if having an authoritarian bias, 
since facilitated insertion of social groups – the workers – into the political field 
with legitimacy and rights recognized, although protected, without autonomy 
vis-a-vis the state.

Boito Jr. offers a quite different interpretation about corporatist union 
structure. He considers absolutely redundant the statement that unions are 
subordinated or protected by the state, since that is exactly the nature of cor-
poratist structure.

He argues with several other Brazilian unionism scholars, such as Werne-
ck Vianna, José Álvaro moisés, maria Hermínia Tavares, John Humphrey, among 
others. He states: 

These authors and these union streams show some obstacles than the structure 
opposes to workers organization and fight. But they have a wrong conception 
of these obstacles. main mistake is not  understanding that such obstacles are ir-
removable. it is true that a state union does not work identically in any conjunc-
ture and whatever sector of working classes is considered. But unlike what the-
se authors say, possible variations of union practice are limited in state unions. 
What this structure does not accept is precisely the conversion of the official union, 
from being an instrument for the controlling of workers into its opposite, which is 
workers controlling the union. State union is always and contrary to what happens 
with other types of unionism, where an institution cushions class conflicts.(BoiTo 
Jr, 1991: 15 and 16 – italics belong to ladosky, author of the paper)

2 martins rodrigues includes other factors in corporate unionism persistence throughout Brazil’s history. among 
them, a change in workers class composition, with a relative reduction of italian immigrants, used to anarchist unrest 
and an increase of rural migrants, displacing to cities to get jobs in industries emerging from import substitution 
model, without having previous organization experience, becoming subordinate to colonels oligarchy. other factors 
would be ethnic composition of “rising business class” composed of italian immigrants, Jewish people, Turkish and 
other nationalities, letting to traditional oligarchic families’ main state posts at the Civil service. The author states 
that all social groups won with the implementation of corporatist system – the traditional oligarchy, successful im-
migrants in industry and trade, middle strata, union leaders, etc – in a way that nobody of them had the intention of 
disassemble the system, considering its advantages. (rodrigues, 1990)
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Brazilian unionism studies, although use and abuse of the term structure, do not 
conceive official union apparatus as a structure in the strong sense of the word. 
instead, they conceive it as a body provided with unrestricted malleability that 
depending on the conjuncture and circumstances, may perform antagonistic 
functions, corresponding to interests of the bourgeoisie, or on the contrary, be-
coming an efficient instrument to  organize the proletariat and other working 
classes. (Boito Jr., 1991:13)

in summary, bibliography regarding corporatism does not have a univo-
cal sense, since searches create relationships state – society and incorporate 
groups of interest by the state, according to empirical analyzed cases. once 
again here we mention schmitter for whom the concept of corporatism is an 
ideal type, in Weberian sense.

regarding Brazilian case, a collection of studies from several authors - 
every each one focused in specific interests, shows that corporatist formation 
among us was developed amid paradoxes and contradictions. in a certain way, 
they hindered a more autonomous union organization process, but allowed 
capacity and organization stability to other unions that could not hold firm, 
if it wasn’t through a corporate legislation. it tried to stifle voices of political 
union streams acting since the beginning of the twentieth century, assuming 
words and legitimacy to speak directly to the working class at the same time 
than enrolled são paulo’s entrepreneurialism opposition to the corporate pro-
ject, since it predicted symmetry and equality among employers and workers 
unions. in the economic field became one of the impeller vectors of industria-
lization and modernization of the country, but also looked after the interests 
of further behind landowners’ oligarchies. according to Vanda ribeiro Costa, 
“the Consolidation of labour laws (ClT), more than enforcing workers’ rights, 
expresses an agreement between bourgeoisie and the state regarding limits 
for exercising these rights from a political point of view”. (Costa, 1991:115-116)

Finally, corporatism between us combined a character simultaneously 
inclusive and exclusive (stepan), and at the same time based in incentives, wi-
thout having on hand constraint mechanisms (Collier e Collier) to contain amo-
re autonomous trade union action.

2. The “CUT – Movement”and a heritage of state 
corporatism

The contradiction between granting benefits to union organizations, al-
though keeping an strict control over its action is one of the factors that, in our 
view, favors permanence of corporatist union structure over the past seventy 
years of our history, vigorously surviving to any kind of political regime chan-
ges, and also substantial changes in the Brazilian society, such as the intense 
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to corporatist system of labour relationships and union organization could ne-
ver propose in fact a systemic change project, but only partial changes to make 
it possible maintaining already existing benefits and only remove unwanted 
aspects.

CUT obviously reflects that Brazilian unionism path. particularly during 
the first stage of its history, going from the foundation in 1983 until end of 
decade of 1980 and beginning of the 1990’s.This is a period characterized by a 
conflictive stance, named CUT – movement.

CUT’s origin, as well as the Workers’ party (pT) goes back to the politics of 
opening period of the military regime, during transition to re-democratization 
in Brazil, from the end of years 1970, in the wake of big strikes of the so called 
“new unionism” in metal industries of sao paulo’s greater aBC region, when 
lula was heading the union.

social movements, which should be watching from a distance the slow, 
gradual and safe transition run by the military government, came to light de-
manding rights, citizenship and political participation with autonomy. in cer-
tain situations it was not possible to do a rigid distinction between the de-
mands of popular and union movements, because many times it was the same 
group of activists acting in multiple insertions: in the neighborhood, at the 
church, at the working place or in at the trade union offices. Examples of this 
broad combination of efforts in fights were the campaign against cost of living 
increase and several strikes between 1979 and 1983, when solidary groups gi-
ving support to “movimentos paredistas” - a strike movement where leaders 
are not identified or stay behind the wall–walking along neighborhood streets 
collecting foods for strikers and explaining the reason of the movement.

Joint actions during that period resulted in the creation of national arti-
culation of popular and trade union movements (anampos) important move-
ment in CUT foundation.

during Constituent national assembly validity, popular and trade union 
movements once again went hand in hand by collecting signatures for popu-
lar amendments regarding such issues as health, housing, rights of children 
and adolescents, among so many others. result of this set of actions in the long 
term was the conquest of the “Citizen constitution” enacted in 1988, where are 
provided direct democracy spaces regulated by laws in the following years 
They created several types of Councils, consolidating a vision of social control 
over the state.

in more active union sectors, the movement criticized in an energetic 
manner leaders then commanding trade union system. They tried to organize 
actions through the basis and mobilize workers to go into the fight. it is not 
by accident that during decade of 1980, Brazil  became the country with most 
strikes in the world, by any measurement parameter.

Eduardo noronha states that “at the end of 1980’s, volume of strikes in 
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de before they were almost nonexistent”. (noronha, 1994:323) data collected 
by the author shows a true explosion of strike movements in the period, un-
precedented in the history of the country, with a growth rate of around 1,800 
percent in number of strikes for the period during 1978 to 1988. Total year 
number of strikes increased by 60 times: non worked days jumped from 1.8 
million hours to 132 million hours. (noronha,1994:326). This, without mentio-
ning general strikes called by the CUT3.

radicalization of social struggle promoted by CUT followers created a 
confrontation position against government, employers and old union leaders 
belonging to corporate union structure. 

political organization strategy outlined by CUT in that moment could be 
summarized by the proposal of strengthening union oppositions and conquer 
union bodies’ management through the vote, in a way to promote implosion 
of corporate structure from within the   apparatus, to innovate political prac-
tices and implementation of political-ideological conception expressed in its 
documents: “classist; autonomous regarding political parties and state; inde-
pendent regarding employers and governments; and socialist”.

Victory of slate with CUT flag in union elections would happen in spite of 
maintenance of corporative union structure main pillars: a union unicity, the 
union tax, and the normative power of labour justice, among others. These 
elements, despite leaders’ message and Congress resolutions, came to be seen 
as incentive mechanisms, more than constraints to union action.

over the years, we can see that these incentive elements explain partial 
success of CUT’s strategy. CUT grew enormously, becoming largest Brazilian 
union central, after conquering management of countless unions over the de-
cade. in that context, official corporate union structure was displaced by action 
of the robust CUT unionism4political force: a historical position stopping fights, 
to sustain material and political conditions actions within the specific context 
of the 1980’s.

CUT‘s crowd mobilization during the Constituent, together with other 
movements, granted not only social advances in public policies, but also a se-
ries of new rights for workers through the article 7of Federal Constitution. Ho-
wever, in terms of union structure, article 8 of the new Constitution maintained 
fundamental pillars of corporatism, such as union tax (stressed by paragraph 
iV through compulsory confederate contribution), union unicity (paragraph ii) 
and normative power of labour Justice.

resolution of the second national CUT Congress – 2nd ConCUT (1986) 

3 Throughout its history, CUT called workers to participate in five general strikes: July 21, 1983, december 12 1986, 
august 20, 1987, march 14 and 15, 1989 and last one may 22 and 23, 1991. (anTUnEs, 1991:21-22). it must be 
stressed that flags raised in each general strike were not strictly related to work or wages, but as a general rule, they 
claimed for “a radical agrarian reform to be controlled by workers” and “default on external debt” as class demands.

4 it is important to stress that Brazilian union movement also lived moments of intense agitation and mobilization 
in defense of workers’ rights, doing an important number of strikes in other periods before 1964. similar as in the 
1980’s, during years 1945 to 1964 contradictions and ambiguities coexisted between a corporatist restrictive union 
organization order and a bravest action.
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tituent or in the changes there processed about corporate union legislation. 
other proposals coming from the Executive regarding changes on union legis-
lation were also quickly rejected by CUT.

For maria Hermínia Tavares of almeida

[a] Convention of 1987 was brought to light by almir pazzianotto, ministry of 
labour during sarney government as a hidden threat from the government 
to unions. That was a way of putting pressure on unionism, scarcely willing to 
accept moderation and reluctant to collaborate with the government to stop 
uncontrolled increase in prices. (almeida, 1992:144)

Using Collier and Collier categories, incentives foreseen by Constitution 
of 1988 substituted some mechanisms of constraint, remaining untouched 
main corporatist pillars.

Boito Jr. criticizes that as follows,

in many fundamental aspects, CUT is integrated to union structure. its effective 
actions in some cases and its omission in others contradict statements of prin-
ciples in defense of union freedom. nevertheless, CUT’s relationship with union 
structure is not free of contradictions. We could, maybe, talk of a ‘conflictive in-
tegration’ among CUT leaderships and state unionism. (Boito Jr., 1991:76)

as a result, a resolution document of CUT’s Fifth national plenary in 1992 
states: 

We, CUT, by virtue of our historical heritage, had to opt by transforming the offi-
cial structure, and not by building a parallel structure, from rank and file unions 
[...] Therefore, basic pillars of the model persisted and we could not overcome 
all the limits imposed to union practice, and so trend to corporatism and bure-
aucratization of unions remains. Currently, in most of cases there are no mecha-
nisms granting base control over unions, union boards do not maintain direct 
contact channels with workers at their working places and therefore there is 
a gap among leaders and workers’ reality, limiting means of putting pressure, 
make mobilizations and union negotiations. (CUT,1992)

3. Neo-corporatism and expansion of “CUT – 
Institution” agenda

in the previous section, this paper outlined a general overview of CUT’s 
first historical phase, named “CUT – movement”.

Between the end of years 1980 and over decade of 1990’s, CUT reached 
a turning point in its course. For various reasons that will be briefly addressed, 
CUT began giving priority to its institutional capacity of representation and 
negotiation in name of the working class.
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Horizonte, state of minas Gerais, was a landmark into the transition of “CUT – 
movement” to “CUT – institution”.

some changes had already been signalized since 1986 at the second 
ConCUT, and according to Giannotti and neto:

since 1986 there were proposals for changes, all in the same direction: greater 
internal structuration, greater management power and lower importance of 
bases. as a matter of fact, since CUT did not totally break with the old structu-
re, it allowed creation of a hybrid, ambivalent union practice. Gradually union 
apparatus strength began arising and this caused a gradual process of bureau-
cratization and reduction of the initial democratic effort.
CUT Third Congress, held at Belo Horizonte in 1988 – was mainly dedicated to 
discussions regarding CUT restructuration, as a union body[...]the objective of 
most of management was clear: approve a change in bylaws to allow imple-
menting a new CUT’s vision. a trade union of representation and negotiation, 
more than a fighting trade union of mobilization and organization for the great 
mass of workers. [...]CUT chose to get close to European trade union centrals 
model. (Giannotti and neto, 1993:42)

it is worth noting that such strategy does not persist but is based and 
related to real policy dynamics, developed by facts happening in history.

so a growing number of affiliated unions accumulated over decade of 
1980, and the increasing political weight they started having on union oppo-
sitions, led CUT institutional strengthening to develop a stronger emphasis, 
from then legitimating it not only because of its   mobilizing power, but mainly 
because its formal representativeness and achievements in collective negotia-
tions.

The responsibility of becoming a management (and not anymore a mo-
vement majorly composed by union oppositions) and the chance to achieve 
concrete results through agreements and collective work conventions drove 
unions to a strategic change. Therefore, proposal of a national collective con-
vention turned into one of main CUT battle flags.

That strategic change is related with a serious shock CUT suffered due 
to the reflux in mobilizations at the beginning of the 1990’s, because of reces-
sion caused by the economic policy of government Collor. To this we must add 
creation of Trade Union Force (Força sindical) in 1991, with a political-ideologi-
cal proposal coinciding to the government at the time. This was the first time 
when CUT faced a worthy opposing central union in union’s dispute.

another factor was the creation of a set of Councils of public policies, fruit 
of a victory during constituent period regulated by the national Congress. Be-
sides representation in the world of work, CUT also took the stand of defending 
more general interests of the class, increasing the scope of its action.

in sum, external factors (economic crisis, new political context in the 
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explain the end of CUT-movement and the beginning of a new period in CUT’s 
course; the “CUT- union central”, or “CUT-institution”, lasting over the years 
1990’s.

CUT’s symbolic passage of this transition happened during the short pe-
riod of itamar Franco’s government, when CUT participated in sectoral cham-
bers, an instrument of tripartite negotiation in several economic sectors, acting 
in productive chains to boost sales and production, and maintain employment. 
This decision meant a more active participation in the   negotiation of a new 
Brazilian industrial policy model, in an opposite direction of unstructurization 
that began during Collor government.

CUT participation in sectoral chambers clearly shows an inflection in its 
political position regarding previous period anterior of bigger confrontation. 
internal political debate hold that CUT should “stop being a CUT always saying 
no; and become a CUT saying yes”; and should have to affirm its political pro-
ject of a new society and stop being merely reactive. such initiative was short-
-lived because electoral win of Fernando Henrique Cardoso to the government 
in 1994 stopped the initiative.

another aspect of “CUT – institution” is related to the democratization 
process of Brazilian society over the years 1980, resulting in the attainment of 
social movements in the Constitution of 1988, allowing an advance of the so-
ciety over the state, giving us if not exactly a neo-corporatist model like in Eu-
rope, at least bigger spaces of negotiation bipartite and tripartite, where social 
movements, and specially CUT, channeled not only its demands, but also the 
right to exercise social control over the state through several Councils of public 
policies.

Caution is very important when making approximations between the ex-
perience of participation in councils and European neo-corporatist experience, 
and take into account due necessary adaptations.

Historically, neo-corporatism was associated to macro-economic level 
agreements implying commitment between capital and work. To grant this, 
two institutional conditions must be performed to develop such agreements 
and strengthen a neo-corporatist understanding: 1) a highly concentrated and 
centralized representation of interests, to develop more easily arrangements 
and neo-corporatist structures; and 2) participation of political parties linked 
to working class in the government, or in coalitions with these parties. Howe-
ver these elements were ignored during Brazilian experience of years 1990.5

Which elements of this analysis focused in European experience make 
sense regarding Brazil issues? What adaptations are needed to make neo-cor-

5 one of initiatives undertaken by CUT was addressed to build centralized representation structures as important 
condition to carry out articulation of a national collective contract strategy. This in a way to provide greater orga-
nicity and representation to CUT centralization and concentration structures. However such proposals were not 
approved when asked in debate at the 7th ConCUT in 2000.  This issue generated controversy among CUT internal 
currents at the time of national labour Forum (FnT) between 2003 and 2006, during lula’s government, when it 
was debated a legislation encouraging collective negotiation through national contracts. second precondition sig-
nalized by authors – presence of worker’s base parties in the government – became a reality when lula took office.
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such questions deserve an in-depth study that does not fit in this paper. 

However i take the risk of saying that neo-corporatist society model is in dis-
pute in the Brazilian society since democratic transition, competing with free 
market neoliberal ideal, and that in this dispute, the model got some achieve-
ments. i do not see in Brazil a classic European style neo-corporatist arrange-
ment, such as the social-democrat agreement. However some of its elements 
are among us, for example, society’s spaces of participation in most diverse 
public policies councils embodied in article 1 of Federal Constitution of 1988; 
and that CUT sees a strategic space in the dispute for society’s hegemony.

CUT outlined its political strategy within a neo-corporatist scope, through 
the notion of union-citizen or CUT-citizen, from 4thand 5th ConCUT, respec-
tively in 1991 and 1994. (Véras, 2002; Ferraz, 2003)

These authors consider notion of CUT- citizen as being related to three 
spheres: fight for the defense of rights; institutional participation, allied to the 
effort of influencing on public policies; and execution of public policies, by de-
veloping cooperative projects and offering services. (Véras, 2002: 419)

such strategy has suffered tough critics from internal current policies 
coming from a CUT’s area “more to the left” and also from academic studies.

The common thread among opponents to CUT-citizen concept, consid-
ering different approaches, must be resumed by the critic to a propositional 
attitude adopted by CUT, expressing a prospect of conciliation of classes be-
tween capital and work, as it is the case of participation of sectoral chambers; 
where working class is diluted in a more aseptic notion of citizens by partici-
pating in tripartite spaces with the government and others social actors, or 
even the conscious CUT mainstream to neo-liberal ideas.6

The point of view of this paper diverges from one coming of analysis, 
as it is understood that participation in spaces of negotiation does not elimi-
nate intrinsically confrontational nature of class relationships, and furthermo-
re according to a basic and practical primary notion consecrated by common 
sense: politics is the physical space we occupy. Therefore, in each space of re-
presentation where class interests may be subject to debate, being workers 
or citizens, the union must be present and support defense of those interests. 
nevertheless, to our understanding this does not mean giving up interests, nor 
promote reconciliation with capital, or surrender to cooptation or adhesion to 

6 Boito Jr. (1999) attacks CUT’s Union articulation current, by classifying it as adhering to neo-liberalism. However, 
at the end of the book he eases the criticism and analyzes reasons leading to the propositive and participation 
strategy; the neo-liberal offensive; an adverse context of capital international restructuration; high unemployment 
rate in the period, scaring workers; class fragmentation through job instability, resulting in different types of hi-
ring; creation of a competitive opposing current such as Trade Union Force, among others (Boito Jr., 1999: 202-208). 
disagreement regarding author’s analysis is only related to his statement that Union articulation social bases are 
biggest CUT unions, and because of this, suffered a heavier impact from neo-liberalism and had to fight against this 
offensive, while more leftist CUT currents being of smaller unions, would be less hit by the neo-liberal wave. and 
therefore, being more incisive in face of neo-liberalism. This Boito’s classification is only partially verified, since Union 
articulation is also majority in currents considered minor by the author, such as rural sector and public employees in 
general. Besides we do not see a so direct relationship between characterization of social-economic sector and level 
of reactivity against neo-liberalism.
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than one space of fight under a classist perspective. refusing to participate 
of such spaces would be surrendering to the classist role and leave class fate 
exclusively to capital rules, without being there even to protest.

To strengthen once again this thesis, we also observe that such tripartite 
spaces were society achievements, result of intense struggle during the 1980’s. 
This generated a social control advance over the state by building public ela-
boration spaces of public policies, and also by compelling state and employers 
to sit together to discuss such issues as investments, labour, projects of econo-
mic (regional or national) development etc, with workers’ participation. These 
issues usually discussed within private areas or as “exclusive” state prerogatives 
based in privatization logic, became another resistance factor when known in 
tripartite forums and conferences. These attacks to workers’ rights and other 
social protection laws, caused CUT fight to defend social rights and universa-
lization of public policies conquered in Constitution of 1988 in opposition to 
single thought. Unionists were evaluated by conservative press and govern-
ment of maharajas, hobos, Jurassic, stupid, outdated, and oldies.

Conquest of such spaces of participation and proposition was not origi-
nated from a state co-optation movement or form capital over work in a neo-
-liberal context, but on the contrary is the result of class organization, of work 
developed by individuals who came into play from the years 1980, and started 
during the constituent period by a formal claim of these spaces.

Therefore, these elements of neo-corporatist agreement verified in Brazil 
from the years 1990 were a conquest of social struggle and another element of 
resistance to neo-liberal hegemony.

This said, we must not neglect limits and CUT-citizen strategy problems, 
since as  Véras (2002) states, this offers opportunities, but also includes risks.

The limit of this concept formulated by CUT is the own limit of public po-
licies advices institutionalism. since it is a quite recent experience in Brazilian 
society, advance obtained from the Constitution of 1988 is still very contras-
ting with state practices (be it at  Union, states or municipalities levels), still too 
marked by practice of obtaining votes through political favors, by patrimonia-
lism and other characteristics of a society historically authoritarian where pu-
blic sphere always served private interests and made of politicians in general 
– city councilors, deputies, mayors, etc. – becoming creditors of the population 
due to  rendered services “favors”: street asphalting, setting of day care centers, 
obtaining public school places, health centers, ambulances, etc. due to this, 
deliberative attribution given to many types of councils did not become effec-
tive because resistance to traditional way of making politics being is still too 
strong in the society.

if in the society as a whole some neo-corporatists agreements were sig-
ned, in union legislation state corporatism structures remained the same. CUT 
drawn up a systemic proposal to change official union structure – the demo-
cratic labour relationships system (sdrT) – to meet labour relationships mo-
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gh technological innovations, organization of work and production showing 
inadequacy of old union legislation to face such changes. Based in these pre-
mises, governments Collor and FHC7opposed to union reform initiatives.

during this period, CUT tried to consolidate its vertical structure of re-
presentation by branches of economic activity through the creation of own 
federations and confederations and /or membership of official federations / 
confederations structures. This led CUT to become a hybrid organization, mi-
xing its own strategy of organization with official union structure bodies, such 
as unions.

4. The failure of Lula’s government union reform and 
joining pluralism in union struggle

When lula took office in 2003, CUT entered the third phase of its history. 
during 2002 campaign, lula submitted a proposal to create a tripartite body, 
the national labour Forum (FnT) to debate about need of changes in Brazilian 
union and labour legislation. strategy adopted by government was first modi-
fying union legislation to allow entities having higher power of representation 
and in a second stage redefine labour law aspects.

lula’s victory and the perspective of achieve its historical project – imple-
mentation of liberty and union autonomy by ratifying ilo Convention 87–got 
CUT excited to participate at national labour Forum called by the president.

However, more than making feasible a historical project, CUT’s partici-
pation in union reform was guided by a precise diagnose on Brazilian union 
movement after enactment of Constitution of 1988. CUT diagnose was based 
in same premise elaborated by minister Berzoini in his speech about reasons 
regarding Union relationships draft bill:

...the constitutional text reflects stage of union struggle and working rela-
tionships dynamics during national re-democratization period. nevertheless 
the attempt of conciliating union’s freedom and unicity proved being contra-
dictory caused cracks that atomized union entities and allowed emergence of 
“fictitious unions”.
The significant increase of union entities in last year’s, making them to exce-
ed 18,000, was more the result of fragmentation of previously existing entities 
than from an advance of union organization, in a process that is weakening re-
presentation of workers and employers, a trend that validity of unicity could not 
hamper. it is true that many union as entities have a broad representativeness 

7 andréia Galvão (2007) mentions three union reform initiatives held along FHC government: first one is project of 
law # 390/95 (pl 390), keeping union unicity. However, according to the author, it opened a breech for deeper chan-
ges, since did not establish procedures for resolving union representation conflicts. second initiative was referred by 
Edward amadeo, then minister of labour, when he revoked almost all articles of chapters i and ii of title V of ClT, dea-
ling with union institution and union legal framework, respectively. Third and last law alteration initiative was propo-
sal of Constitutional amendment 623/98, addressed to attack union organizations by immediate dismantling of all 
corporatist structure. it was shared by such scholars as José pastore, with positions exactly opposed to those of CUT.
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being less representative, just reiterating need of overcoming current system, 
since years ago criticized due to its low representativeness and reduced subjec-
tion to social control. [...]Union reform priority does not arise from strictly politi-
cal motivations, but from understanding that redefinition of collective working 
relationships system must be the dynamic center of any effort to democratize 
working relationships, preceding review of other concepts regulating Brazil la-
bour.
instead of being inspired in a preconceived doctrinaire model, current draft 
bill  considered present Brazilian unionism reality, the dynamics of collective 
working relationships and desire for change of own social actors, without losing 
sight to the need of  incorporating principles enshrined by international and 
supranational laws”. (FnT, 2005: 13-14)

Therefore, the reason of union reform was not only the outstanding debt 
inherited from president Getúlio Vargas, but also need to regulate matters after 
the Constitution of 1988,who developed such a hybrid situation between end 
of government intervention and guarantees of old corporatism that culmina-
ted with the crushing/fragmentation of union organization and consequent 
weakening of union representativeness in the country.

For the ministry of labour and CUT, union reform would undo situation 
created by Constitution of 1988, to Grant two main union legislation issues: hi-
gher representativeness of union entities and strengthening of social dialogue 
through an incentive mechanism for the collective negotiation. From these two 
points, other questions would surge: organization of working places, regula-
tion of the strike law, inhibiting anti-union practices, conflict autocomposição 
(a particular way of resolving conflicts, meaning end of labour Justice norma-
tive power), ratification of ilo Conventions 151 and 158, etc.

Union reform failed despite importance of national labour Forum (FnT) 
discussions and debate on corporatism and possible democratization of Bra-
zilian working relationships. Consensus built at FnT was too fragile, and this 
stopped at national Congress the proposal 369of Constitutional amendment 
(pEC)and draft bill of Union reform law (alrs). several segments of the union 
movement, ideologically at “left” and “right” of CUT, clearly showed its opposi-
tion. in the same way, political currents within CUT also opposed against the 
reform. and among those officially defending the proposal, such as the Union 
articulation current, there was also much resistance of many of its leaders.

The opinion of delegates at the 9th ConCUT in 2006 shows a cautious 
position regarding possible changes in Brazilian union structure8. and it is wor-
th adding that this opinion goes through all CUT internal political currents, 
including Union articulation. regardless of such resistances, once it became 
8 Who they are and what they think men and women delegates at the ninth CONCUT is a publication stating the idea 
that a union reform, for  delegates, should grant an organizational strengthening and union negotiation power; 
pushing into the background current structure aspects that, despite also being a state intervention, are not neces-
sarily seen as “harm”. The end of union tax and union unicity were less marked issues when asking priorities to be 
included in union reform. (ladosky 2009: 269 – 270) 
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clear to all parties involved that a more global union reform would not prevail 
at the Congress, a B plan surged, and it was named “sliced” union reform. This 
is, instead of a main change, substituting a corporatist logic by another one 
based in union freedom and autonomy or something near this, some ad hoc 
minor changes but quite significant were processed and significantly modified 
trade union scene. They were: legal recognition of union centrals, and end of 
union unicity through ordinance 186 of ministry of labour. These two measu-
res must be in an articulated and complementary way, but let’s see first what 
each one of them means in itself.

Union centrals were recognized as union entities following the appro-
val of law # 11.648/08. The agreement signed among centrals during draft bill 
procedural steps was that as long as Union Tax9 would exist, a part of it(10 per-
cent corresponding to the ministry of labour - mTE)would be assigned to the 
centrals in proportion to their size, which would be verified by mTE through 
such data as number of unionized workers and number of unions affiliated to 
the centrals.

From that agreement, base unions began to identify which Federation, 
Confederation and Central would receive its share of union contribution. al-
though CUT is officially against collection of compulsory union contribution 
from all workers, because of the “sliced” union reformist was created a tough 
dispute among union centrals to get an increasing share of total union con-
tribution amount. paradoxically, since CUT had made an effort to make union 
entities become official at mTE, and encourage the greatest possible quantity 
of unions inform CUT and its vertical structure (federation and confederation) 
to cash their part of union contribution resources.

Within this context, we have seen unthinkable alliances until quite recen-
tly. The national Chemical Confederation (CnQ), a CUT organic confederation, 
made an alliance with the national secretariat of chemical workers at the Trade 
Union Force, and together they founded the national Confederation of Chemi-
cal Workers (CnTQ) in november 22, 200710 (a few months later after edition of 
ordinance 186)based in a group of federations of each union central, and in a 
strategy of two union centrals to undermine national Confederation of indus-
try Workers(CnTi)representation, considering that its president, José Calixto 
ramos was most prominent leader opposing to any initiative of union reform, 
and guarantor of the foundation of the new Workers Union Central (nCsT).

Following table of ministry of labour and Employment (mTE) detailing 
central unions representativeness (mentioned by number of affiliated unions 

9 Union contribution, stated through article 578 and following of Consolidation of labour laws, better known as 
union tax, coming from one working day deducted from workers, going to trade union structure, is divided as follo-
ws: 60 percent % of the collected tax remain at the union; 15 percent goes to federations; 5 percent to confedera-
tions; 10 percent remains with centrals, proportionally to number of workers represented by affiliated unions and 
other 10% percent remains with mTE.

10 national Confederation of Chemical Workers - CnTQ, then headed by antonio silvan oliveira, now officially repre-
sents chemical workers within the country. on december 10, 2007, luiz antonio medeiros, secretary of labour of 
the ministry of labour, delivered a letter confirming CnTQ official recognition, at the regional superintendence of 
labour of the state of são paulo - srTE/sp. (http://www.cntq.org.br/).

Mario Henrique Ladosky
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and workers joining trade unions) shows that CUT is biggest union central11.

Brazilian Union Centrals Representativeness – 2013 (base year 2012)
UNION CENTRAL Unions % Unions Affiliates % Affiliates
CTB Brazilian Workers 

Central
624 6,21 695.038 9,18

CUT 2.169 21,58 2.694.757 35,60
Trade Union Force 1.680 16,72 1.046.145 13,82
NCST New Workers 

Union Central
1.039 10,34 611.371 8,08

UGT General Workers 
Union

1.044 10,39 848.880 11,21

No membership declared / 
Not registered Centrals 

2.648 26,35 994.726 13,14

Source: Ministry of Labour and Employment

data of above table shows very interesting information: the quantity 
ofentities not affiliated to any union central, exceeding CUT in absolute value 
and in percentage.

another fact is that between 2008 and 2013, number of entities asking to 
be recognized as union centrals - by ministry of labours’ established criterion 
- increased, including some of them being in the leftist ideological spectrum 
such as ConlUTas, born from a splitting of CUT, because it radically opposed 
to union reform changes12.

other corporatist union system item incorporated into the regime of 
freedom and union autonomy was end of union unicity13, through ordinance 
186, published by Carlos lupi, minister of labour Carlos lupi in 10/04/2008, 
establishing procedures for union registration.

according to the analysis of inter-Union department of parliamentary advice 
(diap), “ordinance 186 brought necessary adaptations to union registering ad-
ministrative procedures and statutory changes, establishing clear requirements 
to an effective and concrete proof of representativeness and territorial base, by 

11 it was law 11.648 that recognized union centrals, establishing a criterion of representativeness, and demanding 
one hundred unions to be affiliated within the five regions of the country, being twenty unions affiliated in each 
one of at least three Brazilian regions; union affiliation in, at least, five economic activities sectors; and affiliation of 
unions representing at least 7 percent of the total of workers joining a trade union, in the national territory. Besides 
CUT, following unions are recognized as union centrals: CTB, Trade union Force, nCsT and UGT. deputies withdrew 
from the text allowing union centrals to include union membership levels of affiliation to fulfill relative requirement 
to these 7% percent, but made a concession by approving that “within two years counted from date of publishing 
this future law, that index of 7percent will be reduced to 5 percent”. (CUT, 2007)

12 Besides ConlUTas, the ministry of labour also has registered other entities such as CBdT – Brazilian democratic 
Workers Central; CEnasp – national Union Central of General professionals; CGTB; Csp – Union Central of professio-
nals, and UsT – Workers Trade Union. any of them is recognized as union centrals, since don’t fulfill requirements 
established by law 11.648.

13 article 2 of the ordinance states procedures for register and statutory amendments of union entities, it is trade 
unions, federations and confederations. However, most immediate effect of the ordinance was among higher de-
gree entities, federations and confederations. only recently the ordinance has shown its efficacy also for unions, by 
stimulating creation of new trade unions. in an interview with researchers, a CUT advisor stated that already existing 
movement of fragmenting union bases keeps going on. The news is, he confirmed, that now it arrived to higher 

degree entities..

CuT and CorporaTisM in BraziL
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at the margin of its own evolution, because of interminable discussions about 
who really is its union representative”. (Gherardi, 2008)

it is not the case of stating that the ordinance broke up with union unici-
ty, but it allows recognizing a sate federation of a particular branch created by 
CUT (of chemical workers, for example), even if there is already a federation in 
the same state, affiliated or not to other union central. The logic path would be 
that a CUT federation would exclusively represent workers of the union base 
affiliated to CUT; and other federation would be exclusive representative of 
workers from unions not affiliated to CUT, in this example. in this way, union 
unicity logic would be preserved, and at the same time it would be allowed 
recognizing more than one union entity.

This is, no doubt, the great news regarding ordinance 186: end of unicity 
in the superior structure. This measure allows recently legalized union centrals, 
by a criteria defined through this ordinance, build and legalize its federations 
and confederations.

The effect of ordinance186 articulates with previously mentioned mea-
sure  of transferring union tax to entities mentioned by base unions. so, unions 
affiliated to CUT send a percentage of union tax collected in its base to a CUT 
federation / CUT confederation; and unions affiliated to Trade Union Force send 
a percentage of its union tax to Trade Union Force federation / Trade Union For-
ce confederation/ Trade Union Force, and so on.

in an official document, 

CUT immediately said was in favor of ordinance 186 and also stressed its in-
transigent position in defense of ilo Convention 87 [...]To conclude, we want to 
stress that ordinance 186 does not have same role in union organization than 
ilo Convention 87, since keeps union unicity and also has main role in the state 
regarding union organization. However comes closer from project CUT defen-
ds. (CUT, 2008)

in a Trade Union Force workshop, held in may 2008, Quintino severo, CUT 
general secretary at the time, stated that “dispute for bases is fierce and will 
be even more when ordinance 186 is better understood”. To confirm this, one 
year after severo’s analysis, the ministry of labour received a large number of 
forms of entry asking union recognizing. The general secretary states that “in-
sistent fight for the end of tax and charges will hamper Brazilian entities’ frag-
mentation”. But at the same time “it is necessary to launch a broad and consis-
tent movement to affiliate more unions to CUT and intensify dispute through 
elections”. These were two of the conclusions of Union organization Workshop, 
sponsored by CUT. (CUT, 2008).

lastly, and still regarding “sliced” union reform, creation of Working re-
lationships Council (CrT) – an instance of tripartite representation comprising 
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zed – and Bipartite Chamber Government – Workers became permanent ins-
titutional spaces of dialogue on working and trade union issues. Criterions of 
representativeness, ways of measuring and specific questions regarding rural 
union representation and public servants were discussed in its meetings. The 
state, represented by the ministry of labour discussed issues acting more as 
mediator and regulating competition among different union centrals, strictly 
without being a controller.

it is also worth stressing that dynamics arising from union relationships 
after arrival of the law recognizing union centrals and an eventual dispute 
among them, also thought about a broader space of cooperation in forums of 
representation and a joint action of unit claims (Carvalho, 2013) such as - for 
example, reduction of working week into 40 hours without any loss in wage 
and the end of welfare factor.

We see these partial changes in union legislation taken during gover-
nment lula as a possible alternative against failure of systemic union reform, 
contributing as another element to Brazilian union structure, that therefore 
would come closer to pluralist model with several disperse power centers, 
trying to enlarge union representativeness legally recognized by the ministry 
of labour.

Final Considerations 

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate that Brazilian union move-
ment actions, particularly CUT, is promoting changes in official union structu-
re inherited from Vargas. it is not a radical change, since there are many con-
tradictions matching advances and backward movements facing a project of 
union freedom and autonomy.

CUT, after three decades of existence is still embroiled in state corpora-
tism nets, enjoying incentives that current legislation grants, but at the same 
time tied to constraints of acting against unions.

However CUT achieved success by conquering, after a long struggle, neo-
-corporatist spaces of collective bargaining within the country. it is true that 
many political union currents and several academic papers criticize CUT work 
in institutional spaces; nevertheless our research shows this CUT intervention 
is legitimate, and does not contradict its classist objective which is the defense 
of the working class. on the contrary, it was a space of resistance during Brazi-
lian neoliberal hegemonic period, avoiding even bigger losses.

and also, government lula and dilma allowed CUT seeing the chance to 
promote its political-organizational project of union freedom and autonomy, 
but in face of consensus difficulties with employers and other as union cen-
trals, and also internally with CUT’s own majority current, a partial change was 
achieved, adding some elements of pluralism to state corporatism and neo-
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regarding issues mentioned at the beginning of this paper, we tried to 

show that there were changes processed within Brazilian union structure, fruit 
of CUT union action over the 30 years of its existence. The inclusion of neo-cor-
poratist and pluralist elements to the official union structure of state corpora-
tism are proof that during this period, CUT action was part of a strengthening 
of democracy in the Brazilian society, although there is still a long way to be 
taken in this road.

We think that corporatist union structure is not, as some authors stress, 
something intrinsically and naturally oriented to class collaboration, but an 
structure carrying contradictions and ambiguities, that may, depending on 
conjuncture as it was during the 1980’s, act as stimulus for the union struggle. 
its contradictory and ambiguous character allows also making hard the union 
movement organized action. although having many continuity structural ele-
ments, the Brazilian corporative union structure of the 1930’sis quite different 
from structure of this first decade of 21st century, precisely because union mo-
vement and particularly CUT with its action, was successful in transforming it, 
however without its definitive substitution.

This paper has a pessimistic view regarding terms of prediction: we do 
not see in the short / medium term a great outlook on changes in union struc-
ture in favor of union freedom and autonomy as defended by CUT in its origin, 
unless a new balance of power could invade the conjuncture, and be able to 
modify the dynamics of working relationships, generating a need of searching 
a new union model, like it happened in the 1980’s, when strikes began in ABC 
paulista (metropolitan areas near são paulo).

institutional actions of consolidated negotiation were important. Howe-
ver and particularly during lula and dilma governments, popular demonstra-
tions of June 2013 showed, in our opinion, how the whole of union centrals in-
cluding CUT as the biggest among them, are far away from popular demands, 
and without dialogue with the new working class14. This separation is result of 
being “tied up” to a corporatist logic of complacency imbuing the union move-
ment and its leaders, even when contradictorily union centrals propose such 
actions as national day for struggle and crowding national Congress galleries 
in defense of a working class petition15. But what we see are weak mobiliza-
14 several authors agree regarding upward mobility becoming possible because of adopted policies from 2003, 
during lula and dilma’s government. differences arise when interpreting such phenomenon, going from the affir-
mation of “C” class (marcelo neri, 2010), of a new middle class (lamounier e souza, 2010), of a new configuration of 
the working class (pochmann, 2012), fighters (souza, 2010) or precariat (Braga, 2012). relationship within this scope 
is debated between upward mobility phenomenon and mass street demonstrations in several Brazilian cities during 
June and July 2013, and predominant political and ideological trends in this sector of population, and what would 
be the place of unionism and let’s say other traditional classist organizations in motivating a collective action.

15 in march 6, 2013, CUT – together with other union centrals, organized the seventh Working Class march, from 
where arose a permanent negotiation guideline with government, including following issues: reduction of working 
time, end of welfare factor, not acceptance of draft bill 4330 (regarding outsourcing regulation), ratification of ilo 
Convention 158 (on unjustified dismissal), regulation of ilo Convention 151 (collective negotiation in public sector), 
among others. To exert pressure in the mobilization, many demonstrations were convoked all over 2013, and they 
were named national day of mobilization or national day of struggle. They occurred march 18, 2013; July 11, 2013; 
august 6 and 30, 2013, and there was also a call to occupy the national Congress in august 13 and 14, 2013. (la-
dosky, mario Henrique; ramalho, José ricardo; rodrigues,iram Jácome, 2014)
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in the referred guideline. Up to now, nothing shows winds of change in this 
scenery.
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